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Abstract 

The aim of this thesis is to identify the users’ goals and correct those by interviewing and contextual inquire with users. The data collected 
from first time interview and brainstorming are given. 
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1 Introduction 

Development of the sector of renewable energy sources 
(RES) is a necessity for any country. Actuality and perspec-
tive of this sector of energy is dictated by two main factors: 
the plight of the environment and necessity of searching new 
sources of energy. According to scientists assumption at the 
current pace of scientific and technological progress the 
traditional resources of energy (coal, oil, gas and etc.) runs 
out in the next 100-150 years [1]. Identification of priority 
types of renewable energy for the country depends on its 
geographic location and existing technologies. The transi-
tion to renewable energy is a long-term process, including 
its risks, as each type of renewable energy is projected 
potentials, which are continually updated [1]. This is why 
extremely necessary to develop national information sys-
tems for collecting, analyzing, forecasting data for RES. 
According to expert estimates, the potential of renewable 
energy resources in Kazakhstan is very significant and is 
estimated at 1 trillion kWh [1].  

2 Problem elaboration and possible solutions 

The project "Development of methods and algorithms for 
data collection, analysis and interpretation of heterogeneous 
data models multilayered spatially distributed monitoring 
systems of renewable energy" aims to create a GIS for rene-
wable energy in Kazakhstan. At the inception phase the 
main tasks also include the goal-oriented modeling of the 
users’ needs. Accurately identified users goal will be the 
good foundation for next phases. Based on the fact that GIS 
will produce the collection, analysis, monitoring and map-
ping of renewable natural resources [2], the users hierarchy 
was identified, shown in Figure 1.  

The primary potential users of the GIS is the State 
Committee, whose expertise includes: 

- Data collection and analysis to all of the country's rene-
wable energy targets for the formation of the general picture 
of the state of renewable energy in the country with the ability 
to use data to drive the development of renewable energy. 

- Control of the organization on the distribution and 
development of both traditional and VI of energy; 

- Assessment of the risks of failures, accidents in the 

energy sector; 
- Assessment of current economic aspects of the 

transition to renewable energy sources; 
- Assessment of the current state of the transition to 

renewable energy. 

 
FIGURE 1 Users hierarchy 

Organizations concern on generation and delivery of elec-
tricity and thermal energy to the end user, are potential users 
of the GIS. This group also includes organizations engaged in 
environmental issues. There are a number of individuals and 
legal persons wishing to move to renewable energy sources, 
whose interests must also be taken into account. 

Based on interviews with potential users and to the world 
practice on renewable energy monitoring systems, in GIS 
users will be provide with following functionality, figure 2. 

 
FIGURE 2 Use Case Diagrams for registered users 
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These functions will have all registered users in the system. 
With more specific functions will provide a group of users 

as a State. Committees, agencies, and organizations of the de-
velopment and delivery of energy to the population, Figure 3. 

 
FIGURE 3 Use Case Diagrams for advanced users 

3 Conclusions 

The proposed use cases of GIS based on the results of the 
first iteration of a user survey. Further research in this area 
will reveal more opportunities GIS.  
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